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Phase Field Crystal Model
B. Athreya (student), J. Dantzig (PI) and N. Goldenfeld (collaborator)
The phase-field method has become the method of choice for modeling the development of microstructures in many metallic systems. The sharp boundary between
liquid and solid is replaced by a very thin diffuse interface, whose evolution can be
tracked on a fixed grid. As it is usually applied, however, the phase-field method does
not include the underlying crystalline symmetry of the solid, and hence it cannot
model stress-induced transformations, grain boundary interactions, and many other
important phenomena in materials science.

Shape and topology optimization of material
microstructure

Flux-based coupling of dynamic atomistic and
continuum simulations

Julian A. Norato, Dan Tortorelli (PI), Robert Haber (PI), Martin P. Bendsøe (PI)

C. Xia (student) and R.H. Haber (PI)
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We present a new method for shape optimization that uses an analytical description of the
varying design geometry as the control in the optimization problem. A filtering technique
projects the design geometry onto a fictitious analysis domain to support simplified response and
sensitivity analysis. However, the analytical geometry model is referenced directly for all purely
geometric calculations. Current research efforts are directed toward the implementation of
topology optimization capabilities and design of material microstructures for specified
homogenized material properties.

In this project, we apply a recently developed model which does include the crystalline symmetry, called the phase-field crystal method. The disadvantage of this
method is that it requires resolution at the atomic scale. We are developing efficient
computational methods which will allow us to model both the continuum and
atomic length scales using an adaptive approach to track the evolution of boundaries,
separated by regions of perfect crystals. We use renormalization group (RG) theory
to focus our computational power on the evolution of boundaries while retaining a
knowledge of the fields in the crystals.

Objective

Motivation

Material design: to develop microstructures made of a primary phase
(solid material) and a secondary
phase (solid or void) to obtain speciﬁed homogenized material properties subject to a volume fraction
constraint.

Modeling with Phase Field Crystals
• Phase ﬁelds ? represents physical ﬁelds, e.g. concentration, density
• Must construct free energy functional F (?) that
§ Includes properties (like symmetry)
§ Satisﬁes conservation laws
• Elder & Grant (E-G) derived equation for dynamics of spatially periodic
ﬁelds
• Model lies between molecular description and continuum ﬁeld theory

Coupled molecular dynamics (MD) and finite-element (FE) methods have promise for
addressing multiscale problems.

Structural Problem

Anisotropic Material

Proposed Method: Description
Proposed method: Project a varying
geometry model onto a ﬁxed analysis
model for shape optimization.

• Powerful tool for modeling fundamental non-equilibrium phenomena § Heterogeneous nucleation and grain growth
§ Grain boundary interactions
§ Epitaxial growth
§ Crack propagation

Because atomic- and continuum-scale phenomena are intrinsically coupled, we are developing a
strategy for coupling atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations with finite-element method
(FEM) to treat dynamic materials problems. To date most such methods rely primarily on kinematic
constraints, and do not guarantee conservation of energy or momentum. We embed the MD
within the framework of spacetime discontinuous Galerkin FEM and couple the methods using flux
conditions that weakly enforce compatibility, local momentum balanceand (nearly) energy balance.

Geometry Model

Projection
Algorithm

ω( s )

•
•
•
•

Optimal Design of
Unit Cell

Fictitious Domain Analysis
u(x,s )

In solids most atoms act collectively — most MD information is redundant
MD simulations able to address at most ~109 atoms.
FE can represent larger blocks of material, but not atomic scale
Many problems inherently multiscale—involving both atomistic and long-range interactions (eg. crack
propagation, dislocation motion)

We seek continuum solution with flexibility to couple to variety of atomistic methods.
1. Well suited for dynamics, including satisfying balance laws (energy, momentum) and continuity.
2. Accurately transfer information between atomic and continuum scale simulations.
3. Accurately handle unresolved modes and temperature.

µ(x,s )

Ω
Projection is given by a geometry measure
approximation of the indicator function
otherwise

Example: Heterogeneous nucleation and solidiﬁcation

• E-G equation for time averaged periodic ﬁelds

? t = ? 2(?? + (1 + ? 2) 2? + ? 3) + ?

Proposed Method: Formulation

• Simulate nucleation and growth of crystallites in a supercooled liquid
• Contour plots of density at various times
§ Note the appearance of grain boundaries

Solve optimization
problem by
nonlinear programming.

which is a smooth

Proposed means of coupling
Use spacetime discontinuous Galerkin (SDG) technology for coupling FE and atomistics.
SDG Method

(e.g. compliance)
(e.g. max. volume)
(Equilibrium)

• Finite element solution in time as well as space
• Variational solution matches elemental boundary values to correct value (*) based on fluxes.
• Weak enforcement of continuity, momentum and energy balance.
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The geometry measure is deﬁned as

where

• Costly for large systems, i.e., the interesting ones!

is the volume fraction ﬁeld deﬁned as

• Derive coarse-grained representation of original system
• For slowly evolving systems (e.g. grain growth) can use phase description

varies on defect length scale

Proposed Method: Example

• Start with Swift-Hohenberg equation

Use level-set
f: radial basis functions (RBF)
s: heights at RBFs centers
Advantages of implicit surfaces:
Smooth blending properties
Suitable for point classiﬁcation
Accommodate topology changes

RG solution to Swift-Hohenberg equation
• RG method for PDEs similar to ODEs in principle
• Shiwa (PRE, 2000) derived phase equation using a proto RG scheme
• Stationary solution:
? 0 = f (?( x , t) ? k (t) · x , k (t))
• Wave vector (phase gradient):
k =? ?
• Deviation of true solution from ? 0:
? = ? 0 + ?? 1 + ? 2? 2 + · · ·
• Renormalization yields the following equation for the phase to O (? 2)
? TR = L lm ? XR X X 2 + Dlm ? XR l X m
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Direct Solution

• Periodic boundary conditions on
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RG Solution

, preclude defects at boundaries

Ongoing work:
Topology optimization: to introduce holes use the topological derivative:
I
s
I
s
I s ,x
lim
where
0+
meas B x

• Accuracy of RG solution good when solution is smooth

Phase surface
• Phase surface, generally smooth except near defects
• Defects, phase grain boundaries:
Discontinuous wave vector
• Next: RG form for Elder-Grant equation
§ Apply to stresses in thin ﬁlms
§ Other problems of interest in materials science
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Application to microstructure design problem.
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Beneﬁts of developed method:
No remeshing
Analytical geometry model
Ability to accommodate topology changes
Simpliﬁed sensitivity analysis
Fewer design parameters
Accommodates alternative analyses, optimization algorithms, and
geometric modelers
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MD under periodic boundary conditions
FE physical parameters matched to MD
FE employs transmitting boundary conditions at right
MD input to FE at left via fluxes

Final design (Iteration 117)

Conclusions and Ongoing Work
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1-dimensional MD and SDG-FE with Fourier basis
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Initial design and BC's

• Phase equation meaningful only for ﬁnite band of wavenumbers
• Excellent agreement between the 2 solutions for zig-zag instability
80

Allows neighboring elements to employ different bases.
Allows tight control of fluxes between elements.
No direct coupling required.
Not tied to specific atomistic method employ ed, e.g., EAM, tight-binding, semi-empirical, or ab initio
.
With space-time integration to get boundary values, there is a natural averaging over unresolved scales
.
Allows use of parallel elements for analysis.

Minimize compliance subject to an area constraint of 30% of the
ﬁctitious domain area.
We use an isotropic linear elastic plate RBFs.
Implicit function is comprised of 315 constraint points.

Features of RG solution
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Problem deﬁnition:

• One mode approximation to ﬁeld ? = A( k ) cos(?)
• Diffusion tensors L lm and Dlm then have explicit formulae
• Amplitude A slaved to the phase
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Geometry modeler

§ RG form has been worked out
§ E-G equation is conservative form of S-H equation
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MD information transferred to FE (example with phonons)

• Use RG method for deriving phase equation from ﬁeld equation

l

?
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is derived from the geometry model.

• Represent ? as
§ ? varies on atomic length scale;

?
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Advantages to be leveraged in coupling

The Renormalization Group (RG) Approach
• With PFC description, computational grid must resolve atomic length scale
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Current and future work
Embedding MD in SDG formulation, minimizing
unresolved error related to information transfer
between MD and FE (back and forth)
• Atomistics embedded in FE to transfer information both
ways via undetermined forces.
• Employ mixed planewave-polynomial basis for FE to
capture long and short-wavelength response.
• Investigate means of treating unresolved atomistic
information as heat (thermal fluxes) in continuum.
• Direct comparison of methods to exact thermodynamics.
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